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grammar of the English language, as in other languages, I call, there are temporary verbs (Si La Vrijniy, Si de La Vrirniy,

etc.), as well as forms of one time (Sige Livin, Sigga Vrii, SGAI Etalanga, etc.), but In different ways, denoting actions that
occurred in the past. All these temporary forms have the same roots and are written equally, and grammar, and with it and

punctuation, have long been developed for these forms. You just have to read them and see a small video for each time. All
about the future The form of the verb of a real time with complete confidence is called impersonal. Let's now look through

this time in the future in Russian, because on the official website in the lesson it is written that all verbs of English are
divided into personal and impersonal. So: all the impersonal forms of the present time, that is, the grammar of the English
language, which currently exists at the moment, have the first transformation option into Russian. Example: to Drink, to
Grow, to Go and To Sleep. All are not impersonal verbs The English verb grammar shows us that impersonal is forms of

future time. That is, for some exceptions, in English there are forms of past time, present and future, and all of them
describe the actions that occurred in the past, and are not connected with this and future time. To properly apply these forms

in the future, you must first understand what the verb is in the past time. Let's turn to the etymology. Pre-Progressive
Lexington Institute conducted a study of English verbs in the past times with full analysis of this vocabulary. Scientists have

determined the verbs in the past time have several values: one.Consciousness, memory of past events 2. Memories of the
past 3. Functions of behavior control ( morality control ) in the past 4. Stereotypes of behavior in the past ( humility

memory, spoils, carnivals, etc. ) 5. Non-specific sensations or feelings in the past: a memory of a taste in a past. 6. The
consequences of previously committed actions in the past - a memory about the past. This year we picked grapes
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